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Using the Abelian Higgs model, we study the radial excitations of single vortex and their propagation
modes along the vortex line. We call such beyond-stringy modes peristaltic modes of single vortex. With
the profile of the static vortex, we derive the vortex-induced potential, i.e., single-particle potential for the
Higgs and the photon field fluctuations around the static vortex, and investigate the coherently propagating
fluctuations which correspond to the vibration of the vortex. We derive, analyze, and numerically solve the
field equations of the Higgs and the photon field fluctuations around the static vortex with various
Ginzburg-Landau parameter  and topological charge n. Around the Bogomol’nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield
value or critical coupling 2  1=2, there appears a significant correlation between the Higgs and the
photon field fluctuations mediated by the static vortex. As a result, for 2  1=2, we find the characteristic
new-type discrete pole of the peristaltic mode corresponding to the quasibound state of coherently
fluctuating fields and the static vortex. We investigate its excitation energy, correlation energy of coherent
fluctuations, spatial distributions, and the resulting magnetic flux behavior in detail. Our investigation
covers not only usual type-II vortices with n  1 but also type-I and type-II vortices with n 2 Z for the
application to various general systems where the vortexlike objects behave as the essential degrees of
freedom.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.75.105015 PACS numbers: 11.27.+d, 11.15.Kc, 12.38.t, 74.25.q
I. INTRODUCTION
There have been wide interests in the study of topologi-
cal objects such as the vortices [1], monopoles [2,3], and
instantons [4] because of their importance for understand-
ing some crucial aspects of the nonlinear field theories
[5,6]. They are not included in the original action mani-
festly but appear as the localized finite energy solutions of
the nonlinear field equations. These solutions can be clas-
sified with the topological number which comes from the
topological property of the system. Since the topological
objects have spatially localized, finite energy configura-
tions and some topologically conserved charge, it is fasci-
nating to regard them as dynamical degrees of freedom in
the system.
One of such objects is the Abrikosov vortex [1] in
Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory, which appears as the mag-
netic flux squeezed by the Cooper-pair condensate. When
the external magnetic field applied to the superconductor
exceeds some critical strength, the Cooper-pair is dissoci-
ated and the node of the Cooper-pair forms a vortex line.
The single-valued property of the Cooper-pair around vor-
tex lines leads the quantization of the total magnetic flux,
as e  2nn 2 Z, where e, , n represent the effec-
tive gauge coupling of the Cooper-pair, the total magnetic
flux and the topological number, respectively. The topo-
logical number n characterizes the topology of the system
and we can classify vortices in terms of n.
There exist many applications employing the concept of
the Abrikosov vortex and its relativistic version, the
Nielsen-Olesen vortex [7]. One example is the squeezed
color-electric flux between the quark and antiquark in
QCD. Nambu [8], ’t Hooft [9], and Mandelstam [10] dis-
cussed that there exist the vortices which appear as the
color-electric flux tubes squeezed by the condensation of
magnetic monopoles. As a result of the color-electric flux
squeezing, we can only observe colorless mesons and
baryons, which are color singlet bound states of the colored
quarks with the bond of the color-electric flux. This sce-
nario is a possible explanation for ‘‘color confinement,’’
which is the experimental fact in hadron physics [11]. The
lattice QCD Monte Carlo calculations [12] for Q Q [13] and
3Q [14,15] potentials strongly support the flux-tube picture
and show the universality of the string tension of the flux
tube,  ’ 0:89 GeV, in both Q Q and 3Q cases.
An another example is the cosmic string in astrophysics
as a seed of the galaxy formation and baryogensis [16].
Kibble [17] and Zurek [18] discussed the distribution of the
topological defects and their cosmological evolution after
the quench of the early universe and the resulting phase
transition. They argued that the cosmic strings as topologi-
cal defects would produce a characteristic signature in the
cosmic microwave background. Following their scenarios,
the phase transition dynamics are closely investigated in
the numerical simulations using the phenomenological
time-dependent GL theory [19] in both cases with global
symmetry and local gauge symmetry. In particular, in the
case of the gauge symmetry, it is discussed that the initial
thermal magnetic fluctuations just after the quench play
important roles on the later distribution of the vortices such
as the clusters of vortices [20,21]. These investigations are
closely correlated with the condensed matter physics in a
viewpoint to understand the phase transition dynamics and
provide the interesting subjects to link different fields of
research.
Now we turn to the dynamical aspects of single vortex as
a ‘‘pseudoparticle.’’ For the treatment of the vortex motion,
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the vortex is usually regarded as a one dimensional (1D)
thin object like a string, neglecting the extension perpen-
dicular to the vortex line. Such a treatment is expected to be
sufficient when the length of the string is much larger than
the length scale in the radial direction. This condition
comes from the fact that the excitation energy of string
as a 1D object is typically =ls (ls is the string length).
Then, for the vortex with large length, the stringy excita-
tion is more important than the radial one with changing its
thickness. Even if the above condition is not well satisfied,
we have only to consider extensive modes of the magnetic
flux when the type-II nature is very strong, i.e., the
Ginzburg-Landau parameter   = is very large.
(Here  is the penetration depth of the magnetic field and
 is the coherence length of the Higgs field). This is
because when type-II nature is very strong, the topological
defect of the Higgs field along the vortex line is strongly
squeezed and its extension modes perpendicular to the
vortex line cost a large energy. Then, in the type-II limit
of the vortex, the main excitation is given by the stringy
modes, and the subject is linking to one of the most
fundamental problems in the quantum string theory [22],
which gives not only a candidate of the grand unification
including gravity but also a new method to analyze non-
perturbative QCD [23]. So far, there are so many interest-
ing studies done on the quantum string. For instance, the
quantum fluctuations of the string lead to a ‘‘roughening,’’
i.e., a widening of the string [24], and several studies of
quantum Nielsen-Olesen strings [25,26] showed that quan-
tum vibrational modes make the vortex worldsheets
crumpled and dominated by ‘‘branched polymers’’ as a
disease of quantum strings [25].
However, we sometimes encounter the cases where the
vortex cannot be regarded as a stringy object. We are
interested in such cases. One example is the type-II super-
conductors in condensed matter physics near 2  1=2,
i.e., Bogomol’nyi-Prasad-Sommerfeld (BPS) [27,28] value
or critical coupling. In such cases, the squeezing of the
magnetic flux due to Cooper-pair condensation is not very
strong and both the Cooper-pair and photon fluctuations
can play important roles. Moreover, their interplay may
provide interesting phenomena.
Another interesting example is the quark systems such
as the meson and baryon which have the color-electric flux
tube with the total length about 1 fm, which is not very
large in comparison with the flux-tube extension of about
0.4 fm. In addition, according to the analysis using the
dual-Ginzburg-Landau model [29,30], type-II nature also
seems to be not so strong, and then the radial motion of the
vortex can play an important role. Studies on such excita-
tion modes are important to understand the structure of
hadrons. For the gluonic excitations, the lattice QCD stud-
ies for heavy Q Q [31] and 3Q [32] system both provide the
1st gluonic excitation energy as 4E 1 GeV in the total
length of the flux, Lmin  0:5–1:0 fm, as the typical had-
ronic scale. Small dependence on Lmin provides the possi-
bility to understanding the 1st gluonic excitation as not
simple stringy vibration but the radial excitation with the
fixed boundary effects on the flux tube, because the simple
stringy mode is likely to behave proportionally to 1=Lmin.
The studies on the energy of the radial excitation with
comparing it to that of lattice results will give a qualitative
explanation for the gluonic excitations in the case of rela-
tively small but not too short Lmin. There seem to exist
several other cases where the radial excitations play im-
portant roles.
Putting applications to the above examples in perspec-
tive, we will discuss the axial-symmetric radial excitation
modes and their propagation along the vortex line.
Hereafter, we will call this excitation mode peristaltic
mode. The schematic picture of the peristaltic mode is
shown in Fig. 1. To discuss the peristaltic modes, we utilize
the Abelian Higgs action which includes the Higgs and the
photon fields. In terms of this action, the peristaltic modes
are characterized by the Higgs and photon field fluctua-
tions. In particular, the time-dependent photon fluctua-
tions, which are sometimes neglected, play important
roles on the corporative behavior with the Higgs field
fluctuations. These fluctuations are regarded as the vibra-
tion of the vortex from the viewpoint that the vortex is the
dynamical degrees of freedom in the system.
In this work, since we concentrate on the radial excita-
tion modes; we simply neglect the effects of the boundary
of the vortex edge, considering the vortex with the infinite
length. The bending of the vortex is also neglected. We






amplitude of the field





Higgs = const.       
FIG. 1 (color online). The illustration for the peristaltic mode
of the vortex. The axial-symmetric oscillation perpendicular to
the vortex line propagates with the excitation of the Higgs and
photon fields. The wavy solid line in the left side represents the
surface where the amplitude of the Higgs field equals some
constant value. The right-hand side represents the amplitude of
the Higgs and the magnetic fields in the cross section perpen-
dicular to the vortex line. Through this process, the conserved
total magnetic flux repeatedly contracts and relaxes.
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usual n  1 but also jnj  2 for the future applications to
the nonequilibrium or multivortices systems where the
giant vortices can appear as excited states. In the type-I
case, if the system contains only finite magnetic flux in
contrast to the equilibrium case usually realized in the
laboratory, these flux gather and become a jnj  2 giant
vortex because type-I vortices attract each other. On the
other hand, in the type-II case, the giant vortex is unstable
and splits into the small vortices. In spite of this, when 2 is
not too large, it is worth considering the vibration of the
giant vortex because the gradient of the vortex-vortex
interaction is small for the small separation of vortices
[33], and we can expect that the fission process develops
slowly.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
briefly review the treatments of the static profile of single
vortex. In Sec. III we derive the effective action and the
resulting equation of motion for the fluctuations around the
vortex. The effects of the static vortex background on the
fluctuations are emphasized. In Sec. IV we show the nu-
merical results for the excitation modes of the n  1 vortex
with 0:1  2  1:0. Based on the classification with 2,
we closely discuss their excitation energy, correlation en-
ergy between the Higgs and photon fields, spatial distribu-
tion of fluctuations, and the resulting magnetic flux
behavior. It will be shown that, in the case of 2 ’ 1=2,
the interplay of the Higgs and the photon fields plays an
essential role for the existence of the new-type discrete
pole. We also discuss the excitation modes around jnj  2
vortices. In Sec. V we summarize this paper with the
perspective for the future direction.
II. ABELIAN HIGGS MODEL AND THE STATIC
VORTEX
In this section, we briefly review the treatments of the
static vortex in terms of the Abelian Higgs model [7]. This
type of action is very popular and has been used to describe
cosmic string in the astrophysics [16], the color flux tube
in QCD [30], and so on. We use this Lorentz invariant
action to investigate the properties of the vortex as a
‘‘pseudoparticle.’’
For the finite temperature cases, one usually uses the
phenomenological model with replacing the 2nd time de-
rivative in the Abelian Higgs model with the 1st derivative,
although the microscopic foundation of this treatment is
still not conclusive. The noise term is sometimes further
added. These replacements change the equation of motion
from the wave equation to the diffusive equation which
respects the dissipation effects due to the thermal fluctua-
tions. We will discuss the finite temperature case
elsewhere.
A. The action and the field equation
Let us consider the ideal system which contains only one
vortex with infinite length along the z axis. Our purpose is
to investigate the excitation mode of the vortex in such a
system. We start with the following action with natural






j @  ie A  j2  1
4
 @ A  @ A2
 j  j2  v22

; (1)
where  and A represent the Higgs field and photon field,
respectively. Here e, , v are the effective gauge coupling
constant, the strength of self-coupling, and the vacuum
expectation value of the Higgs field, respectively. x de-
note space-time coordinates and @  @@ x . Through this
paper, we describe the variables in physical unit with bar.
For later convenience, we rescale the fields and the coor-
dinates to make them dimensionless quantities,
   =v; A  A=v; x  ev x: (2)
We also rewrite the action
 S  e2 S: (3)
The energy relation between the physical and our rescaled













Here L and L are Lagrangian in physical and rescaled unit,
respectively, and they are related as L  ve L. Similarly, we
can obtain the energy and momentum in the physical unit
with multiplying v=e to our rescaled energy and momenta.





j@  iA j2  1
4
@A  @A2
 2j j2  12

: (5)
Here we have introduced the GL parameter 2  =e2 
=, which is used to distinguish the type-I ( < 1= 2p )
and type-II ( > 1= 2p ) superconductors. The critical case
of   1= 2p is called as the BPS case, which lies between
type-I and type-II. As a remarkable fact in the BPS case,
the photon mass mA and the Higgs mass m	 coincide as









22  2=e2  m2	=m2A, which can be derived from the
original action (1).
In this work, we will consider the system which is
translation invariant in the z direction and contains a single
vortex with infinite length along the z axis. We also impose
the axial-symmetry around the z axis on the static solution.
With cylindrical coordinates r; 
; z, we denote the com-
plex field  x in the polar-decomposed form
 x  	t; r; 
; zein
	it;r;
;z   < ; (6)
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where n is the topological number (n  0, 
1, . . .) related
to the phase of the Higgs field wave function around the z
axis. For single vortex with the topological number n 2 Z,
the sign of n is not relevant because of charge conjugation
symmetry of the Abelian Higgs model, and therefore we
have only to consider n  0, 1, . . . cases without loss of
generality. Since the Abelian Higgs model has the U(1)
local gauge symmetry, we have the degrees of freedom to
choose the gauge. For the treatment of the vortex solution,
the familiar gauge is the A0  0 gauge. Instead, we adopt
the gauge which eliminates the small amplitude of the
phase,
   0; (7)
to simplify the equations of fluctuations in the later analy-
sis. For n  0, this gauge fixing corresponds to the unitary
gauge.
From the rotational symmetry and translational invari-
ance along the z direction, we adopt the following ansatz
for the static solutions
 








and the static electric and magnetic fields are obtained as











As seen later in Eqs. (13) and (14), our gauge fixing and
ansatz for the static fields reproduce the same results for
the static field solutions as those in usual A0  0 gauge.
The total static energy of the system (in the rescaled
























	 2	2  12: (11)
(The full action and the energy functional are given in the
appendix.) Under the above circumstances, we consider
the static vortex solutions 	r and A
r which minimize






r  0; (12)





























	2  0: (14)
Since we are interested in the vortex solution, we consider
the boundary condition which is appropriate to describe the
vortex at the center. For r! 0,
 	r ! const rn; A
r ! const r; (15)
and for r! 1,
 
	r ! 1	 const r1=2e2r;
A







These boundary conditions are obtained by the asymptotic
analysis of the static field equations which satisfy the
following physical requirements to describe the vortex at
the center: (I) at r  0 the vacuum expectation value of the
Higgs field takes zero. (II) the static field energy U asymp-
totically approaches to the vacuum energy when r! 1.
Note that the first condition represents the existence of the
vortex at r  0 and the second one represents the magnetic
fields are completely screened in the region far from the
center of the vortex. The boundary conditions (15) and (16)













(0 corresponds to e in the physical unit.)
We can numerically solve the static field Eqs. (13) and
(14) with the boundary conditions (15) and (16) and obtain
the static solutions 	clr and Acl
 r for the Higgs field
	r and the photon field A
r. Figure 2 shows the static
profiles of the Higgs field 	clr, the magnetic field
Hclr  1r ddr rAcl
 , and the resulting static energy distri-
bution Er in the vortex with various .
B. The vortex mass and the classification of type-I and
type-II superconductors
Using the distribution of the static field energy, we can
calculate the vortex mass (with quantum number n) per
unit length in the z direction, i.e.,
 Mn  2
Z 1
0
drrE	  	cl; A
  Acl: (18)
Note that by definition of the action, the origin of energy is
zero when the system has no vortex. The vortex mass is
classified in the following way:
 Mn < 2n 2 < 1=2; type-I; (19)
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 Mn  2n 2  1=2; BPS; (20)
 Mn > 2n 2 > 1=2; type-II: (21)
These relations are analytically [27,34] and numerically
[35] investigated. Figures 3 and 4 showed the numerically
solved 2 dependence ofMn=n, the vortex mass divided by
the topological number n, and we can see
 
Mn < nM1 2 < 1=2;
Mn > nM1 2 > 1=2:
(22)
These relations indicate that the interaction between vorti-
ces is attractive for 2 < 1=2, and repulsive for 2 > 1=2.
These are confirmed by the studies of the vortex-vortex
interaction analytically in large separation case [36] and
numerically in arbitrary distance case [33].
The qualitative understanding for the potential property
is as follows. The attractive part of the potential comes
from the reduction of the topological defect of the Higgs
field condensate. This is because the total energy of the
system decreases when the domain of the normal conduct-
ing state decreases. On the other hand, the repulsive part
comes from the magnetic field interaction of the vortices.
Then, in the case of 2 < 1=2 where the coherence length
of the Higgs field exceeds the penetration depth of the
magnetic field, the attractive part becomes larger than the
repulsive part in the whole region, and the vortex-vortex
potential becomes attractive. On the other hand, in the case
of 2 > 1=2, the relation is reversed and the vortex-vortex
potential becomes repulsive.
In the case of the vortex-antivortex case, the potential
becomes attractive independently from 2 since the mag-
netic field interaction between the vortex and the antivortex
becomes attractive in contrast to the vortex-vortex case,



















FIG. 3 (color online). The plot for 2 dependence of the vortex
mass divided by topological number n, Mn=n for n  1, 2, 3 in
















n=1 (Type-II limit approx.)
FIG. 4 (color online). The plot for 2 dependence of the vortex
mass divided by topological number n, Mn=n for n  1, 2, 3 in
the rescaled Abelian Higgs model in units of Eq. (2). The line
with circles represents the mass of the n  1 vortex calculated
with type-II limit (large 2) approximation in [1]. The horizontal
axis represents the log plot of 2 value in the much wider range




























FIG. 2 (color online). The profile for the Higgs field 	clr, the magnetic field Hzr, and static field energy Er for 2  0:1 (type-
I), 2  0:5 (BPS), 2  1:0 (type-II) in the case of n  1 vortex.
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Although we consider the isolated vortex under the
idealized situation from the beginning, it is worth mention-
ing under which situations single vortex appears referring
to the potential properties explained above. In the type-I
superconductor, the multivortices with total topological
number N transfer to the single, giant vortex with topo-
logical number N due to their attractive interaction. After
the successive fusion processes, the multivortices system
transfers to the normal conducting state. For the finite size
superconducting materials under the homogeneous mag-
netic fields and thermal equilibrium, such fusion processes
lead the difficulty to observe the type-I vortices because the
magnetic fluxes successively invade from the interface
between the normal and superconducting phase. Ne-
vertheless, under the nonequilibrium situations or inhomo-
geneous magnetic fields concentrated on the small area, it
is expected that the type-I vortex or, more generally, the
domain of the normal state in the superconductor can
appear as a transient state in the process such as the
dynamical evolution of the thermodynamic unstable state
into the equilibrium state, i.e., the nucleation or spinodal
decomposition processes [37,38]. From the viewpoint of
the particle physics, an another interesting situation where
type-I vortex appears is the case where magnetic mono-
poles are immersed in superconductors and the isolated
vortex emerges between the monopole and antimonopole
[8]. In this case, no collapse with the other vortices occurs
and type-I vortex behaves as the stable object due to the
topological charge conservation.
On the other hand, in type-II superconductor, the giant
vortex with topological charge N fissions to the N vortices
with charge n  1 due to their repulsive nature [33]. This
repulsive interaction prevents the vortices to coalescence
and, under the thermal equilibrium, the n  1 vortices
form some stable structure like the Abrikosov triangle
lattice [1]. Then, in the type-II superconductor, the n  1
case is realistic in the thermodynamic equilibrium in con-
trast to the type-I case. However, when the system experi-
ences a certain quenching [38] such as the rapid change of
the temperature or density, the n  2 vortex may be gen-
erated as the excited states. This is the reason why we also
consider the type-II giant vortex in the following. Although
they are unstable against the fission into small vortices,
when 2 is not too large, it may be interesting to consider
the vibrations of the giant vortex because such vibrations
can occur during the slow development of the fission
process due to the small gradient of the vortex-vortex
potential for the small separation of vortices [33].
Moreover, the study of the fluctuation modes of the n 
2 vortex may give some insight for the early stage of the
evolution of the giant vortex into the multivortices.
III. AXIAL-SYMMETRIC FLUCTUATIONS
In this section, using the results of the previous section,
we analyze axial-symmetric fluctuations in the system
which has only one vortex in the background. In
subsection III A, using the static vortex profile, we derive
the vortex-induced potential for the Higgs and photon field
fluctuations, and the equation of motion. In sub-
section III B, we closely discuss the potential feature to
classify the type of the excitation modes.
A. Field equation for the fluctuations
We investigate the axial-symmetric fluctuations of the
Higgs field and the related photon fields around the static
vortex. We expand the fields with small amplitude fluctua-
tions around the static field,
 
	t; z; r  	clr 	 ’t; z; r;
A
t; z; r  Aclr 	 a
t; z; r:
(23)
Here we only consider the axial-symmetric fluctuations
and we include t, z dependence at this stage. It is important
to notice that, with the ansatz (8) for the static solution, all
the other types of fluctuations such as fluctuations of A0,
Az, Ar and the 
-dependent fluctuations are decoupled
from the axial-symmetric fluctuations which we consider.
Hence we can analyze the axial-symmetric fluctuations
(23) independently from the other type of fluctuations,
and we drop off such fluctuation terms from the following
Lagrangian. The complete form of the Lagrangian is given
in the appendix.
Substituting Eq. (23) into Eq. (5) and using the static
solution, the following expression for the axial-fluctuation
part of Lagrangian can be derived as
 L 0axial	;A
  Lclaxial 	L2axial 	L3axial 	L4axial: (24)
The first term Lclaxial represents Lclaxial  L0axial	cl; Acl.
The 1st order terms of fluctuations ’ and a
 do not appear
because we expand around the static solution. The 2nd,
3rd, and 4th order fluctuation terms take the following
forms:
 




























 L 4axial  2’4  ’2a2
: (27)
Here V’’, Vaa, V’a denote the vortex-induced potential,
i.e., these interactions are induced by the static vortex
configuration which can be regarded as the large amplitude
background external field. V’’ and Vaa play roles as the
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single-particle potential for ’ and a
, respectively, and
V’a is the interaction which mixes the ’ and a
. Hereafter,
we will simply call these interactions ‘‘potentials.’’ The















	cl; Vaar  	2cl:
(28)
To investigate the fluctuation spectrum, we solve the Euler-
Lagrange equation for L2 neglecting the higher order
fluctuations. The quantum loop corrections can be calcu-
lated using the Green’s functions constructed of bases
which diagonalize L2. However, because of the inhomo-
geneous vortex background, the Green’s functions are not
functions of the distance between arbitrary two points, i.e.,
Gx; x0  Gx x0, and the calculations of the loop cor-
rections are not straightforward. In addition, higher order
terms of the axial-symmetric fluctuations couple with the
terms of the nonaxial-symmetric ones. We reserve the
calculation of the loop corrections for future work and, in
this work, we safely neglect the quantum corrections con-
straining ourselves to the case where the perturbative ex-
pansion parameters e2 and e22   are sufficiently small.
[Recall that the perturbative corrections are calculated with
expansion of ei S  eie2S. See also Eq. (3).] These con-
straints are not so strict because the Higgs-photon coupling
e is usually small and we mainly consider 2  1=2 cases,
where e22   is also sufficiently small.
For later convenience to discuss the effect of the poten-














These changes of variables enable us to considerably sim-
plify the equation of motion as will be seen. The Euler-












Then we obtain the following coupled equation:





























r 	 Vr Vr







Here Vr  Vr. [This is the consequence of the
change of the variables in Eq. (29).] Note that the t, z
dependence of ~’ and ~a
 is trivial because the background
static vortex configuration is t, z independent and t, z
dependence does not appear in the potential. Then the
partial differential equation can be decoupled into the total
differential equations for t, z, and r, respectively.
The system has the translation invariance in both z
direction and time direction, and then the solution takes










Then the total differential equation in the radial direction







dr2 	 Vr Vr







where m2j  !2j;kz  k2z . Note that the Hermiticity of the
matrix in the right-hand side in Eq. (34) ensures the real
value of m2j and our later analysis shows m2j > 0, i.e., the
stability of the static profile against the fluctuations. The
root of the eigenvalue for the Eq. (34), mj, plays a role of
the mass for the propagating mode in the z direction. The
Hermiticity of Eq. (34) also enables us to take the functions
r and r real, and the orthonormal condition for the
r and r is expressed as
 Z 1
0





Here we give a brief explanation for the qualitative
picture for the excitation modes. The shape of the radial
direction is given by jr and jr. This wave function
propagates in the z direction with the frequency !j;kz and
the wave vector kz. Therefore, the root of the eigenvaluem2j
of the radial wave functions jr and jr play roles of
the mass for the propagation in the z direction. Then we
call this type of new mode as the peristaltic mode of the
vortex as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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B. The feature of the potential
We show in Fig. 5 the single-particle potentials V,
V, and V around the vortex for various values of . We
can deduce the considerable information of the excitation
modes from the examination of these potentials. To get the
qualitative picture about the wave functions of fluctuations,
it is convenient to divide the region of the coordinate space
r into three regions, central (0 0:5), intermediate (0:5
4), and asymptotic (4 ) region in the rescaled Abelian
Higgs model.
In the central region, when r! 0, the asymptotic be-
havior of the potential is
 V ! 4n
2  1
4r2
; V ! 34r2 ;
V  V ! negative const  rn1:
(36)
From this asymptotic behavior, it is expected that the
fluctuations r and r around the vortex center are
suppressed by the strong repulsive interaction proportional
1=r2 and their distributions are shifted to the outside.
On the other hand, in the intermediate region, the strong
repulsive part of V and V becomes weak and the
attractive pocket emerges. The mixing term V also plays
an important role to enhance the mixing between the Higgs
and photon field fluctuations, or  and . Since the V
always takes the negative value, the excitation energy is
reduced when the relative sign of the  and  fluctuations
is positive. To avoid the confusion, we stress that the minus
sign of V does not mean attractive interaction. Even if
V takes the positive value, the energy is reduced when
the relative sign of  and  fluctuations is negative. This is
also recognized from the fact that the replacement
; ! ; changes only the sign of the off-
diagonal part of Eq. (34). In treatment up to the second
order of the fluctuations, only the absolute value of V is
relevant to the mixing of  and . All these features of the
potentials V, V, V make low-energy modes of the
fluctuations localized in the intermediate region.
Finally, we discuss the asymptotic region. When r! 1,
these potentials asymptotically behave as
 V ! 42; V ! 2; V  V ! 0: (37)
Note that the asymptotic behaviors do not depend on the
topological charge n. Since V goes to zero, the correla-
tion between  and  vanishes and these fluctuations
behave as independent modes. Then we have only to con-
sider the one-particle problem in this region, i.e., we treat
















jr ’ m2jjr: (39)
The values 42 and 2 in the left-hand side play roles of the
(square of) continuum thresholds of the  and , respec-
tively. These thresholds are equivalent to the masses of the
fluctuations in the system with no vortex, i.e., 2 corre-





mass generated through the Anderson-Higgs mechanism
[39,40]. Then, the threshold energy for the continuum
states is expressed as




When m2j is smaller (larger) than the thresholds, the fluc-
tuations behave like bound (continuum) states.
It is also worth mentioning that V and V take the
same value in the asymptotic region and the continuum
thresholds are the same both for  and  for the case of
2  1=2, where BPS saturation occurs. This note is some-
times useful to roughly classify the type of the fluctuation
spectrum in the low-energy region in terms of the type of





















(n=1, κ2=0.1)       Vαα(r)
Vαβ(r)
Vββ(r)
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r
(κ2=0.5)       Vαα(r)
Vαβ(r)
Vββ(r)
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r
(κ2=1.0)       Vαα(r)
Vαβ(r)
Vββ(r)
FIG. 5 (color online). The plot of the vortex-induced potential Vr, Vr, Vr as the single-particle potential for fluctuations
r and r around single vortex, defined in Eq. (33). The Ginzburg-Landau parameter takes 2  0:1, 0.5, 1.0, and the topological
number takes n  1.
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for the type-I case (2 < 1=2), the threshold for the Higgs
field is lower than that for the photon field, and the Higgs
field fluctuation dominates over the low-energy physics.
For the type-II case (2 > 1=2), the relation is reversed, the
photon field fluctuation dominates. We also expect that the
collective properties induced by the mixing of the Higgs
and photon field fluctuations are most pronounced when
the BPS saturation occurs. This is because the strength of
both fluctuations are the same order and they affect each
other. In the next section, we will see the above mechanism
is crucial to emerge the characteristic discrete pole around
2  1=2.
IV. APPEARANCE OF THE DISCRETE POLE AS
THE PERISTALTIC MODE OF THE VORTEX
In this section, we summarize the numerical results in
both type-I and type-II superconductors. The following
results are obtained by solving the coupled channel
Eqs. (34) numerically with the lattice spacing 0.02 and
the lattice size 40.0 in our rescaled unit. We impose the
boundary condition on the wave function r and r to
be zero value at the box boundary. In the following, we
consider kz  0 case. The energy and radial wave func-
tions shown in this section are translated into those in the
general kz  0 case with the replacements E  mj !
m2j 	 k2z1=2 and multiplying eikzz to the radial wave func-
tions, respectively.
A. Analysis for the excitation spectrum
In this subsection, we show the numerical results for the
n  1 case in both type-I and type-II superconductors. In
Fig. 6, the 2 dependence of m2j for the n  1 case and the
thresholds for  and  fields are plotted. Shown in Fig. 7
are the same quantities as Fig. 6, but without channel
coupling, which is artificially dropped off.
With smaller 2<1=2, the threshold for  is shifted
lower than threshold for , and  can excite with smaller
energy and the amplitude of  is enhanced compared to
that of  field. Then the lower excitation modes are mainly
characterized by the  field fluctuation. Under the normal-
ization condition (35), there appears a large excess of the
amplitude of  field compared to that of  field, and this
mismatch between  and  leads the suppression of the
mixing effect. Then the properties of the lower excitations
asymptotically approach to those calculated without chan-
nel coupling. The property of the discrete pole can be
interpreted as the bound state of the static vortex and the
fluctuating Higgs field.
On the other hand, with larger 2>1=2, the enhance-
ment of the threshold energy for  leads the suppression of
the  field excitation, and simultaneously enhances the 
field ratio in the lower excitation modes. Then the increas-
ing of 2 value leads the reduction of the mixing correla-
tion energy which is indispensable for the appearance of
the discrete pole. Eventually, at 2 ’ 0:8, the discrete pole
is buried in the continuum state spectrum of the fluctuating
photon field and no discrete pole appears for 2 > 0:8. This
indicates that such a pole is difficult to be identified in most
type-II superconductors.
Finally we consider the most interesting case, 2 ’ 1=2
case, i.e., near BPS saturation. In this case, the mixing


















 (without channel coupling)
(n=1) α-thres.
β-thres.
FIG. 7 (color online). The same plot as Fig. 6 except the
replacement of m2j with m02j , i.e., m2j calculated in the case that
the channel coupling between Higgs and photon field fluctua-
tions is artificially dropped off. Without channel coupling, the
bound state with 2 ’ 1=2 becomes the shallow bound state due





















FIG. 6 (color online). 2 dependence of m2j for the n  1 case
and the square of thresholds for  and  fields, 42 and 2,
respectively. Around 2  1=2 (BPS value), as a collective
mode of the Higgs and photon field fluctuations, there appear
discrete poles in the lower-energy region below (square of) the
continuum threshold m2th  min42; 2.
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between  and  considerably lowers the excitation en-
ergy. This is clearly seen from the comparison of Fig. 6
with Fig. 7. In Table I, we summarize the results for the
lowest excitation energy mj0 and their relations to the
threshold energy mth  minf2;

2
p g, the lowest excitation
energy without channel coupling, m00, and the energy dif-
ferences among them. The quantity mth m0 represents
the binding energy and specifies the spatial extension of the
wave functions. The quantity m00 m0 is, roughly speak-
ing, the correlation energy induced by the mixing effect
between Higgs and photon field fluctuations. As expected,
the maximum mixing correlation is realized in the BPS
case (2  1=2).
B. The spatial behavior of the fluctuations and the
character change of the excitation modes with 
The features explained above can be explicitly seen from
the behavior of the radial wave function of the Higgs and
the photon fields, i.e.,






For the argument of the radial part, we hereafter drop off
the trivial factor ei!t	kzz appearing in the relations (29)
and (33). In fact, ’r and a
r denote the radial part of
the Higgs and the photon fluctuations in Eq. (23).
In Fig. 8 we show the wave functions ’r and a
r of
the low-lying modes and the corresponding magnetic fluc-
tuations





for 2  0:1, 0.5, 1.0. For 2  0:1 and 0.5, we plot the
lowest eigenfunction with radial mass smaller than the
threshold mth. On the other hand, for 2  1:0, there is
no discrete pole because the radial mass mj is larger than




, i.e., m2j > 2. Then we plot the
typical wave function of the low-lying mode whose radial
mass satisfying 2<m2j < 42.
The behavior of the fluctuation fields coincides to our
previous expectations. For 2  0:1, the Higgs field fluc-
tuation considerably exceeds the photon fluctuation.
Although both of the fluctuation fields have smaller exci-
tation energy than the threshold mth and this leads local-
ization of them around the vortex core; the distribution of
the Higgs field fluctuation spreads broader than that of the
photon field fluctuation. This is because the lowest excita-
tion energy m0 is close to the threshold for the Higgs field
fluctuations, 2, and the lowest mode is characterized as
the shallow bound state between the static vortex and the
Higgs field fluctuation.
When we change to the 2  0:5, the mixing correlation
induces the corporative behavior of the Higgs and photon
field fluctuations and enlarges the binding energy mth 
m0. As a result, the lowest excitation mode becomes the
deeper bound state, and then, the Higgs field localizes
closer to the core, which affects the magnetic field vibra-
tion more strongly.
For 2  1:0, because of 2<m2j < 42 for low-lying
modes, only the Higgs field fluctuation is localized and the
photon field a
r oscillates asymptotically r! 1 as
 a
r  eikrr=r1=2; (43)
leading to the asymptotic behavior of the magnetic field
hzr like




r  eikrr=r1=2 (44)
with k2r  m2j  2. [More precisely, a
r and hzr are
expressed as the linear combinations of the coskrr=r1=2




























































κ2 = 0.1,  hz(r)
h z
(r)
FIG. 8 (color online). The behavior of the low-lying mode of











 for n  1 vortex. For 2  0:1, 0.5 cases, we plot the
lowest excitation mode with the radial mass m0 smaller than the
threshold mth. For the 2  1:0 case, where the discrete pole
does not appear, we plot the typical low-lying excitation mode
with the radial mass mj, satisfying 2<m2j < 42.
TABLE I. 2 dependence of the various energy in the rescaled
unit. The physical value can be obtained by multiplying v=e.
mth, m0, m
0
0 represent the threshold energy, the lowest excitation
energy, and the lowest excitation energy without the channel
coupling, respectively. The negative sign of m0 mth indicates
the bound state. The quantity m0 m00 roughly characterizes the
correlation energy of the Higgs-photon field mixing.
2 mth m0 m0 mth m00 m0 m00
0.3 1.095 1.003 0:092 1.068 0:065
0.4 1.265 1.138 0:127 1.229 0:091
0.5 1.414 1.247 0:167 1.371 0:124
0.6 1.414 1.333 0:081 1.414 0:081
0.7 1.414 1.394 0:020 1.414 0:020
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Here we comment on the total magnetic flux. In the
static case, the total magnetic flux takes the quantized
value 2n, as seen in Eq. (17). On the other hand, the
photon fluctuation generally induces a time-dependent
magnetic flux, whose proper time average vanishes due
to the factor ei!t. The contribution from the radial part of














For r! 0, a
r asymptotically approaches to zero. On the









Dr1=2eikrr continuum states; (46)
where C, D represent some constants. Then, for the dis-
crete pole,  becomes zero and thus the total magnetic
flux is conserved in the arbitrarily cross section perpen-
dicular to the vortex line. In contrast, for the continuum
states, the total magnetic flux becomes sensitive to the
situation far from the vortex core because of the long tail
behavior of hzr. For the continuum state, the radial
photon fluctuation a
r asymptotically behaves as a two-
dimensional spherical wave in the homogeneous no-vortex
vacuum, and hence its asymptotic part can be regarded as a
nonvortex-origin fluctuation. In other words, the contin-
uum states can be regarded as the vortex plus a ‘‘scattering
wave.’’
To discuss the character change of the excitation modes










0 drr2 	 r2  1 in the normalization
condition. [See Eq. (35).] We also define the function to
estimate the 2 dependence of the collective properties and
their mixing ratio for the lowest eigenmode. One of the
good indicators to estimate the degree of the collective
nature is the function




When the oscillation is sympathetic, this integral takes the
large value. In Fig. 9 we plot the behavior of the functions
A2, B2 and A  B for various 2. As expected, the ration of
r, or Higgs field, decreases compared to that of r, or
photon fluctuation with increasing 2 because the thresh-
old for the Higgs field fluctuation increases. Eventually,
around 2 ’ 0:8, the discrete pole buries in the continuum,
and the lowest mode becomes the continuum state of the
photon field. At the same time, the correlation between the
Higgs and photon field fluctuations becomes very small, as
seen in the lower panel in Fig. 9.
C. The peristaltic modes for n  2 cases
In this subsection, we show the results for the peristaltic
modes of the n  2 vortex, which is realistic in the case of
2  1=2. We emphasize the difference of the static vortex
between the n  1 vortex and the n  2, 3 vortex, and then
discuss their effects on the potential behavior and the
resulting excitation spectrum. In this subsection, when
we argue n dependence of the classical profile and the
potential, 2 value is fixed to BPS value, i.e., 2  1=2.
Shown in Fig. 10 are the n  1, 2, 3 static vortex profiles
and the corresponding vortex-induced potentials V, V,
V for the fluctuations r and r, respectively. Here
we qualitatively explain the changes of the static vortex
profiles in terms of n. Since the total penetrating flux of the
magnetic field is proportional to the topological number n,
the magnetic field around the vortex core increases with
increasing n. Then the enlarged magnetic flux pushes the
Higgs field outward or reduces the expectation value of the
Higgs field. Roughly, this process spreads the normal phase
region near the vortex core and leads the outward shift of
the interface between a normal and superconducting phase.
According to the outward shift of the surface region, where
the kinetic energy of the Higgs field is enhanced, the
maximum of the local energy density also shifts outward,
as seen in the upper panel of Fig. 10.
Next we present the qualitative explanation for the
single-particle potential for the fluctuation fields. First we
give the explanation for the change of V for the Higgs






















FIG. 9 (color online). The 2 dependence of A2 R1
0 drr2, B2 
R1
0 drr2 and A  B 
R1
0 drrr for
the lowest excitation mode in the case of n  1.
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spread with increasing n, the intersection surface of the
static magnetic and the Higgs fields moves outward. This
leads the outward shift of the potential V.
The changes of V can be interpreted in a somewhat
indirect way as follows. The fact read off from Fig. 10 is
the depth enhancement of the attractive pocket in V with
increasing n. This enables the photon field fluctuations to
enhance and localize around the surface region more easily
for larger n cases. The localization of the photon field
fluctuation means a somewhat rapid spatial change of the
wave function a
r, and leads a large fluctuation of the
magnetic field hzr  1r ddr ra
. Then we can say that the
depth enhancement of the attractive pocket in V for large
n leads the large fluctuation of the magnetic field. The large
magnetic fluctuation reflects the reduction of the Higgs
field condensate or the weakened Meissner effect. In fact,
the depth enhancement of the attractive pocket is closely
related to the outward shift of the static Higgs field
distribution.
Finally, we comment on the potential V, which in-
duces the mixing correlation between the Higgs and the
photon field fluctuations. As seen in Fig. 10, with increas-
ing n, the maximum of jVj shifts outward. The physical
meaning of the change in this potential is naturally ex-
plained as the outward shift of the interface between the
static Higgs field and magnetic field because, at the inter-
face, the fluctuations of the Higgs and photon field can
frequently interplay.
With increasing n, the resulting changes in the static
configurations and the vortex-induced potential lead the
change of the excitation energy of the peristaltic modes.
Now we see the excitation spectra of the giant vortex (n 
2, 3) and their dependence on the 2 value. The numerical














FIG. 11 (color online). 2 dependence of m2j for the n  2
case and the square of thresholds for  and  fields, 42 and 2,
respectively. The excitation energy is considerably lower than
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FIG. 10 (color online). Shown in the upper panel are the profiles for 	clr, the magnetic field Hzr and static field energy Er for
n  1, 2, 3 vortices. The plots in the lower panel show the corresponding potential Vr, Vr, Vr for the fluctuations  and .
2 is fixed to the BPS value, i.e., 2  1=2.
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respectively. For larger n, the excitation energy for the
lowest mode becomes much smaller as expected from the
arguments in the previous paragraphs. As a consequence of
the depth enhancement of the attractive pocket in V, the
discrete pole appears up to considerably large 2 value in
the type-II region.
In such large 2>1=2 cases, of course, the fission
processes of the giant vortex to many n  1 vortices
become important. According to the analysis for the insta-
bility of the static vortex [27,41] and the interaction be-
tween two vortices [33], there exists no potential barrier for
the fission from single type-II giant vortex to many n  1
vortices and the giant vortex can fission through the
nonaxial-symmetric modes. However, in spite of this ob-
servation, we have a possibility that axial-symmetric dis-
crete poles play important roles if the lifetime (decay
width) of the giant vortex is very large compared to the
typical time scale (excitation energy) of the axial-
symmetric fluctuations. The decay rate can be calculated
through the analysis for the nonaxial-symmetric modes and
the fluctuations of A0, Ar, which are not considered in this
work. We expect that, for 2 not so far beyond the BPS
value, 2  1=2, the lifetime is large because the force to
break up the giant vortex is small. Then, if the lifetime is
confirmed to be large enough, we can immediately apply
our results without further consideration about the corre-
lation between the axial-symmetric and the other modes
because these modes behave independently as far as the
distortion is sufficiently small, as noticed in Sec. III A.
On the other hand, for 2  1=2 cases, since the giant
vortex is stable and the axial-symmetric modes are inde-
pendent from the other modes not considered in this work,
the strong bound state-like modes more easily appear than
the case for 2 > 1=2 because of nonexistence of the
fission processes. In addition, according to the negative
surface tension, vortex with 2  1=2 tends to reduce the
surface area and then the axial-symmetric fluctuation be-
comes increasingly prominent with smaller 2. Therefore,
we expect that the discrete pole shown in this section
shares the considerable relevance to the low-energy behav-
ior of the giant vortex with 2  1=2.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, as a new-type mode beyond the stringy
one, we have studied the axial-symmetric peristaltic modes
of the vortex, peculiar to the extension of the flux tube. We
have investigated the peristaltic modes both in type-I and
type-II superconductors for n  1, 2, 3 and 2  0:1
1:0. We have treated the single vortex in the situation
where the type-I vortex can be realized without collapses
with the other vortices and behaves as the stable object.
Here we summarize our main results about the fluctua-
tion modes. With 2 < 1=2, the lowest excitation modes
are characterized by the Higgs field fluctuation binding
with the static vortex. On the other hand, with 2 > 1=2,
the mass of the Higgs field fluctuation becomes heavier and
the photon fluctuation modes are relevant. For 2  1=2
(BPS cases), there appears the characteristic discrete pole.
In this case, the Higgs and the photon field fluctuations
have the same masses, and then both fluctuations play
important roles and their corporative behavior makes the
lowest excitation a softer one. This mechanism is the main
origin of the characteristic discrete pole. Since the energy
separation between this discrete pole and the continuum
threshold is large around 2 ’ 1=2, the peristaltic mode
may appear most clearly in the superconductor with 2 ’
1=2.
We also have investigated the fluctuation modes of the
giant vortex with the topological number n  2. It is found
that, with larger n, the photon field fluctuation becomes
more important for the lowest eigenmode because the
distribution of the static Higgs field is shifted outward
and the photon fluctuation can excite easily around the
core. We expect that, in 2  1=2 cases, the axial-
symmetric excitation mode with the bound state-like pole
plays an important role in the low-energy dynamics of the
vortex. On the other hand, for 2 > 1=2 cases, although the
equations for axial-symmetric excitation modes are de-
coupled from those of the other modes, it is necessary
not only to investigate the axial-symmetric modes but
also to consider whether these excitation modes can be
realized or not during the lifetime of the giant vortex. To
estimate the lifetime, we have to treat the nonaxial-
symmetric modes and the fluctuations of A0, Ar, which
drive the fission of the single giant vortex to many n  1
vortices. We expect that, for 2 value not so far from the
BPS value, 2  1=2, the life time is long enough and we















FIG. 12 (color online). The same plot as Fig. 11 except the
replacement of the topological number n from n  2 to n  3.
The thresholds for  and  are unchanged.
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Finally, we end with a future perspective toward the
further investigation for the dynamics of the vortices (or
color-electric flux tubes) regarding them as dynamical
degrees of freedom.
Although we restrict ourselves to the axial-symmetric
static vortex profile and fluctuations of 	 and A
, we will
investigate the more general cases without using the axial-
symmetric ansatz for the static profile and classify the large
class of the fluctuation modes, i.e., 	;A0; A
; Ar in   0
gauge, or equivalently, 	;; A
; Ar in A0  0 gauge,
which are not fully considered in this work. For this
purposes, we will calculate the static vortex profile and
excitation spectrum of the fluctuations in two-dimensional
analysis in the near future.
For the type-I case, we expect that, in low energy, the
relevant excitation mode around single vortex is axial
symmetric since the type-I vortex tends to reduce the
surface area owing to the positive surface tension. Also
from the point of view on the kinetic energy, the axial-
symmetric excitation is favorable. On the other hand, the
arguments for the type-II case are more subtle. Because the
type-II vortex tends to increase the surface area according
to the negative surface tension, it may be important to
compare the surface energy to the kinetic energy of the
distortion.
For n  2 giant vortices, interesting subjects remain.
One of them is the calculation of the lifetime of a single
giant vortex for 2 > 1=2 and the comparison to the exci-
tation modes considered in this work. The lifetime of the
giant vortex is closely related to the dynamics of the multi-
vortices in nonequilibrium systems. As well as the infor-
mation for the vortex-vortex potential, the information for
the lifetime of a single giant vortex may provide a good
building block to understand the interesting but compli-
cated phenomena such as the transition of the system from
the thermodynamically unstable state to the stable one. In
connection with them, we are also interested in the fluctu-
ations between multivortices and their evolution through
the vortex-vortex scattering [42]. As a successive study, we
would like to investigate the results of the full two-
dimensional analysis for excitation modes of the vortex
in both the single vortex and the multivortices system [43].
In application to QCD, the dynamics of the color-
electric flux tubes, or gluonic excitations as nonperturba-
tive modes, are also important to discuss the hadrons,
which are composed of quarks and color vortex between
quarks. In particular, the analysis for the multicolor-flux-
tube system can give good insight to understanding the
color confinement-deconfinement transition in QCD, and
properties of the hot and dense matter of hadrons or quarks.
It is also interesting to consider heavy ion collisions and
the successively occurring expansion of the hot quark
matter in close analogy with the evolution of the early
uiverse. The distribution of the topological defects may
affect collective properties of quark gluon plasma and the
resulting particle productions.
In this work, we have studied the dynamics of a single
vortex as one example of the dynamics of the topological
objects. The treatments of topological objects as essential
degrees of freedom are quite general and important to
understanding the crucial aspects of the nonlinear field
theory, which sometimes cannot be reached with the per-
turbative treatments for the nonlinear terms. We would like
to extend our analysis to the other topological objects such
as color flux tubes, instantons, magnetic monopoles in
gauge theories, or branes in the string theory [44], and
their many-body dynamics.
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APPENDIX: THE DECOUPLING OF THE
AXIAL-SYMMETRIC FLUCTUATION MODES
We give the complete form of the action in the cylindri-
cal coordinates r; 
; z. We use the polar-decomposition of
Eq. (6) for the Higgs field
 x  	t; r; 
; zein
	it;r;
;z   < ;
(A1)







L0  @t	2  @r	2  1r2 @
	
2  @z	2









 	 E2z  B2r
 B2
  B2z: (A3)
Here the electric and magnetic fields are described as
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 Er  @tAr  @rA0; E
  @tA
  1r @
A0;
Ez  @tAz  @zA0;
(A4)
 Br  1r @
Az  @zA
; B
  @zAr  @rAz;











; z  	clr; 
; z 	 ’t; r; 
; z;
Ajt; r; 
; z  Aclj r; 
; z 	 ajt; r; 
; z;
(A6)
where j  0; r; 
; z. For the static part, we impose the
ansatz (8), or equivalently,
 	clr; 
; z  	clr; Acl
 r; 
; z  Acl
 r;
Acl0  Aclr  Aclz  0:
(A7)
Putting these forms into the Lagrangian (A3), we obtain
 L 0	;A
  Lcl 	L2 	L3 	L4; (A8)
where
 














 2	2cl  12; (A9)
 
L2  @t’2  @r’2  1r2 @
’
2  @z’2








 	 e2z  b2r  b2
  b2z
		2cla20  a2r  a2















	 2	cl’a20  a2r  a2
  a2z; (A11)
 L 4  ’2a20  a2r  a2
  a2z  2’4: (A12)
The Lagrangian for the static part, i.e., Lcl is related to
static energy (11) as E  Lcl. The fluctuations of the
electric and magnetic fields, i.e., er; e
; ez and br; b
; bz
are expressed as the Eq. (A4) with the substitution Aj !
aj. The linearized Euler-Lagrange equations for the fluc-
tuations ’, a



































































































































































































It is important to notice that we can decouple the equations
for the axial-symmetric fluctuations of’ and a
 expanding
the fluctuation modes with the Legendre polynomial. If we
restrict ourselves to the l  0 modes analysis, we can
neglect angular-derivative terms in Eqs. (A13)–(A17).
Therefore, we can treat the fluctuations ’ and a
 indepen-
dently from fluctuations a0, ar, az, because ’ and a
 are
related to a0, ar, az only through the angular-derivative
terms. As a result, to investigate the axial-symmetric fluc-
tuations of ’ and a
, we have only to treat the Lagrangian
(25) as mentioned in Sec. III A.
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